UNIFIED CONTINUITY

Datto SaaS Protection +
for Microsoft 365

Datto SaaS Protection + is the only cloud protection solution built exclusively for MSPs and scans
Microsoft 365 for malicious cyber threats and ensures complete protection with 3x daily backups
and flexible, fast recovery.
Multi-Layered Cloud Protection

•

MSPs need a fully integrated solution that works silently in
the background to proactively monitor and eliminate cyber
threats and automatically backup cloud applications. With SaaS
Protection + MSPs can protect against permanent cloud data
loss with a multi-layered security approach. Detect unknown
cyber threats at the first encounter with SaaS Defense and
recover quickly from user error, ransomware, and other cloud
data loss with SaaS Protection.

Protection beyond email: Cyber threats are not limited
to just phishing emails–proactively protect your clients’
Microsoft 365 suite, including OneDrive, SharePoint, and
Teams, from ransomware, malware, phishing, and BEC.

•

Spam filtering: Configure customizable spam filtering
with a single click and add another level of protection to
your client’s inbox.

Datto SaaS Defense
SaaS Defense is an Advanced Threat Protection (ATP) and spam
filtering solution that detects unknown malware threats at
first encounter across the Microsoft 365 collaboration suite,
shortening the time to detection and helping to close the
threat protection gap.
Security experts developed SaaS Defense’s data-independent
technology to stop zero-day threats and proactively defend
against malware, phishing, and business email compromise
(BEC) attacks that target Microsoft Exchange, OneDrive,
SharePoint, and Teams.
•

•

Identify unknown threats: SaaS Defense detects unknown
threats that other solutions miss by analyzing the
composition of a safe email, chat, or document rather
than scanning for already known security threats.
Minimize time to detection: Datto SaaS Defense does
not rely on third-party software and is built from the
ground up to prevent zero-day threats as soon as they
are encountered, minimizing the time needed to detect
an intrusion.

Datto SaaS Protection
Datto SaaS Protection is the leading cloud-to-cloud backup
solution, offering comprehensive backup and recovery for
critical cloud data that lives in Microsoft 365.
Datto SaaS Protection ensures that MSPs can protect their
clients’ Microsoft 365 data faster and efficiently manage client
data retention, licenses, and cost.
•

Automated, continuous backups: Protect Exchange,
OneDrive, SharePoint, and Teams with 3x daily backups or
perform additional backups as needed at any time.

•

Flexible retention: Not all client environments are the
same. That’s why SaaS Protection offers different data
retention options to meet clients’ individual needs.

•

Point-in-time restore and export: Quickly restore or export
data from a specific point-in-time before a data loss
event occurred.

•

Backup monitoring: Enables on-demand retrieval of
events such as backup, export, or restore. Here you can
see all your successful and failed backup runs at the seat
level with error messaging around the root cause.

A Better Together Solution

•

Protect and defend clients’ critical cloud data against both
known and unknown cyber threats and common data loss
scenarios with comprehensive detection, protection, and
recovery from a single, channel-focused vendor.

Automated client billing: Quickly and easily set up
automated client billing and customize configurations per
client, all through the intuitive Datto Partner Portal with
Datto Autotask PSA.

•

Direct access to Datto technical experts: Eliminate
multi-vendor confusion and new product fatigue while
increasing confidence when deploying new technology.

•

SaaS Protection marketing and sales campaigns: Launch
pre-built SaaS Protection campaigns, access a library
of co-branded content, and manage your leads from
prospect to sale.

•

•

Seamless deployment and management: Get new clients
up and running in minutes with two-click onboarding and
multi-tenant management from a single dashboard.
Designed for MSP growth: Built exclusively for MSPs,
Datto SaaS Protection + helps MSPs attract new clients
and expand market share with an advanced threat
protection solution without the need for additional
headcount or confusing security training.
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